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My address today is about 3 things:

- **BRICS**
- **New development bank**
- **Justice in the world** in conclusion I’m going to address the platform for action.

1. **BRICS** is founded by the following countries: Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. BRICS is an important platform for emerging markets and developing countries. The bloc has committed to upholding multilateralism and reforming the global governance system. It is a positive, stable and constructive force in international affairs. It is further opening up the possibility of a more equitable and just international economic order that benefits of those vulnerable in the world at large. BRICS is the hopeful voice of the voiceless, exploited in the multilateral trade negotiations such as emerging markets and less developed countries.

   BRICS has recently announced its willingness to consider additional membership and as we speak they might be more that 40 countries that have expressed interest from different parts of the world and surely from all the continents ie African countries, Asia, South America, antarctica and other continents.

   BRICS represent slightly more than 43% of the world’s population and 16% of the world’s trade. It has larger share of GDP than the g7.

   The question from developing countries is: for how long will the emerging markets and developing countries suffer under the control of the few?

2. **New development bank**

   That was established by BRICS and pooled more than 50 billion USD from its member and in addition countries like Egypt, UAE, Uruguay, and Bangladesh. More countries are tired of exploitation by developed countries and their institutions and are showing interest in utilizing the new development bank. We invite them to seek assistance from the new development bank as it has recently been observed it is promising contrary to other international institutions that are creating perpetual liabilities.
3. There is no justice in the world.

Since the slave trade, nothing or less is said about it. There has been a call for reparations and governments that supported it are ignoring the call now is becoming a serious matter that needs to be resolved by the USA and European countries. Almost more than 30% of the population are the descendants of the victims of the slave trade. Black Americans’ (African descendents) outcry has not been attended. The perpetrators of the slave trade are still controlling this world.

B) the issue of human trafficking is a crime against humanity and in most instances is committed between countries and is a threat to the future. It is no different from the slave trade.

Platform of action

As a movement:

To BRICS

✓ We support a call to create common international trading currency, urgently. We are demanding that a resolution must be taken in the forthcoming 15th summit. There is no need to delay, we need a currency that will be acceptable to all.
✓ The trading rules of the BRICS to be progressive and amenable to the developing countries.
✓ We demand from BRICS a commitment to reforming international financial institution
✓ We invite all countries around the globe to join and use the new development bank

My message to NATO

✓ We are calling NATO to commit and resolve the long outstanding reparations to the descents of the victims of the slave trade before the end of your summit next week. This is a serious issue that can provoke the real world war. President Biden, macron please attend to this before a revolution occurs, the victims of the slave trade are angry by your silence on the matter. A call for reparations to African and Caribbean descendants was done and acknowledged by the united nations.
✓ Former colonies also deserve their reparations and we are calling on the presidents of former colonised countries to demand their colonisers to pay reparations to their countries for the loss of their minerals without benefit to them and exploitation of their land as a result of digging and ect.
✓ To repair infrastructure that was destroyed by multinational corporations supported by their countries. Today in south Africa we have illegal miners (Zama Zama) who operate in some of those mines that were owned by colonisers and left delapitaed. And people are dying every day in those dilapidated mines. 19 people died last week in the east rand of Gauteng.
✓ To the less developed countries and their presidents: reparations will solve the problem of your citizens being burdened in other countries because of poverty. This will also resolve the problem of migrants who are exploited in other countries as cheap labourers.

The message to international bodies on human trafficking

✓ All nations must legislate and implement strict laws that should get rid of human trafficking as women and mothers we did not give birth to children to be the slaves of human trafficking. Our children are born to be the leaders and contribute meaningfully to the development of this world. To human traffickers; stop this evil practice is not worth it, we are human beings lets treat each other with respect and dignity.

Aluta!!!